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Abstract

A rocket-triggered lightning flash containing negative–positive–negative current polarity reversal during its initial stage is

analyzed using multiple synchronized observation data. The flash was triggered under a thunderstorm transition zone between

the convective region and the stratiform region. Both positive leaders developing in the transition zone and negative leaders

developing toward the convective region could be identified. As the negative initial continuous current (ICC) declined, a negative

leader was transformed from a recoil leader which turned to break down virgin air off the preconditioned positive leader branch.

As the negative leader developing forward, a reactivated breakdown leader bridging the grounding trunk channel and the

initiation region of the negative leader caused the current polarity reversed from negative to positive 0.22 ms later, which is

reported for the first time. The negative leader channel terminated after propagating for 71.08 ms, and the ICC reversed to

be negative again owing to the propagation of another positive branch. The horizontal dipole charge structure contributed to

the branching of positive leader and the initiation of negative leader, which combined to produce the upward bipolar lightning.

During the positive ICC stage, both positive and negative channels simultaneously contributed to the channel-base current and

several negative recoil leaders injecting negative charge to the grounding trunk channel produced a fast decrease of the current.
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Key Points: 15 

• A rocket-triggered lightning flash with double current polarity reversals occurred under 16 

horizontal dipole charge structure. 17 

• A reactivated breakdown bridged a negative leader and the grounding channel, rapidly 18 

reversing the current polarity to be positive. 19 

• Recoil leaders injected negative charge to the grounding channel and caused positive 20 

current to decrease. 21 
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Abstract 23 

A rocket-triggered lightning flash containing negative–positive–negative current polarity reversal 24 

during its initial stage is analyzed using multiple synchronized observation data. The flash was 25 

triggered under a thunderstorm transition zone between the convective region and the stratiform 26 

region. Both positive leaders developing in the transition zone and negative leaders developing 27 

toward the convective region could be identified. As the negative initial continuous current (ICC) 28 

declined, a negative leader was transformed from a recoil leader which turned to break down virgin 29 

air off the preconditioned positive leader branch. As the negative leader developing forward, a 30 

reactivated breakdown leader bridging the grounding trunk channel and the initiation region of the 31 

negative leader caused the current polarity reversed from negative to positive 0.22 ms later, which 32 

is reported for the first time. The negative leader channel terminated after propagating for 71.08 33 

ms, and the ICC reversed to be negative again owing to the propagation of another positive branch. 34 

The horizontal dipole charge structure contributed to the branching of positive leader and the 35 

initiation of negative leader, which combined to produce the upward bipolar lightning. During the 36 

positive ICC stage, both positive and negative channels simultaneously contributed to the channel-37 

base current and several negative recoil leaders injecting negative charge to the grounding trunk 38 

channel produced a fast decrease of the current. 39 

  40 
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1 Introduction 41 

A bipolar lightning flash is one type of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning flash that 42 

sequentially transfers charge of opposite polarity to ground. It can occur either in downward 43 

natural lightning (Saba et al., 2013; Saraiva et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016), or upward lightning 44 

initiated from a high tower or windmill (Wang and Takagi, 2008; Zhou et al., 2011; Shi et al., 45 

2018; Watanabe et al., 2019) or triggered lightning by a rocket-trailing-wire technique (Hubert and 46 

Mouget, 1981; Akiyama et al., 1985; Liu and Zhang, 1998; J Jerauld et al., 2004; Yoshida et al., 47 

2012; Hill et al., 2013). Many previous studies have investigated the parameters (e.g., duration, 48 

peak current, and electric field change) of bipolar lightning (J Jerauld et al., 2004, 2009; Zhou et 49 

al., 2011; Nag and Rakov, 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Xue et al., 2015; Michishita et al., 2019) and 50 

classified bipolar lightning flashes into different types according to the stage that the current 51 

polarity reversal occurred in the flash (Rakov, 2003; Azadifar et al., 2016; Watanabe et al., 2019). 52 

However, the discharge processes and occurring mechanism of bipolar lightning are still not fully 53 

understood. 54 

For natural CG bipolar lightning flashes, recoil leaders are found to be important in current 55 

polarity reversals. High-speed video imaging has revealed that recoil leaders retrace along a 56 

previous positive channel and produce a negative stroke after a positive stroke (Saba et al., 2013; 57 

Saraiva et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016). For an upward bipolar lightning initiated 58 

from a tower, Wang and Takagi (2008) observed that one branch of the positive leader decayed 59 

while another branch developed further. This changed the electric field at the tip of the decayed 60 

branch and thus a negative leader initiated and led to a current polarity reversal. Shi et al. (2018) 61 

further investigated this scenario using three bipolar lightning flashes based on lightning mapping 62 

array data and proposed that the cutoff on the trunk channel contributed to the current polarity 63 

reversal. In a triggered bipolar lightning flash, a negative leader inside the cloud was found to 64 

bridge the upper positive charge region and one branch of the upward positive leader, which led 65 

to a current polarity reversal (Yoshida et al., 2012). Mazur (2017) proposed that the downward 66 

positively charged branch of an intracloud flash initiated near the upward positive leader could 67 

intercept the cooling branch of the upward leader and cause a current polarity reversal. Besides in-68 

cloud discharge processes causing the polarity reversal of the grounding channel, Azadifar et al. 69 

(2016) also reported that a bipolar lightning flash could be caused by sequential initiation of 70 

opposite-polarity upward leaders from a tower. Multiple branches of the upward leader 71 
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successively propagating into opposite-polarity charge pockets might result in multiple current 72 

polarity reversals of a bipolar lightning flash in the initial continuous current (ICC) stage, but this 73 

still needs location evidence to confirm (Watanabe et al., 2019). 74 

The occurrence of bipolar lightning flashes is closely related to the initiation and 75 

propagation processes of lightning, including the development of an intracloud leader, the 76 

discharges along opposite-polarity channels, and the maintenance and reversal of the current 77 

polarity of the channel. Although some observations have been made, the complicated mechanism 78 

of upward bipolar lightning is still unclear so far, and the above mentioned various current-reversal 79 

scenarios still need further investigation. Furthermore, investigating the occurrence of bipolar 80 

lightning would help to understand the initiation and propagation of lightning.  81 

Two successively triggered lightning flashes with double current polarity reversals in the 82 

ICC stage were observed five minutes apart in the same thunderstorm. The first bipolar lightning 83 

flash with two return strokes is analyzed using multiple synchronized data in this study. The 84 

thunderstorm condition for the bipolar lightning flash is referred by using radar echo data. The 85 

initiation and development features of positive and negative leaders and the processes of the 86 

current polarity reversals are analyzed. This study will help to reveal how a complex cloud charge 87 

structure affects lightning initiation and propagation. The latter bipolar flash has been investigated 88 

by Tang et al. (2020) and will not be analyzed in detail here. To the best of our knowledge, the 89 

observation in this study is the first direct evidence to show that recoil leaders result in positive 90 

channel current to decrease and verify the phenomenon that lightning channels of opposite polarity 91 

can simultaneously affect the total current to ground. 92 

2 Observation and data 93 

A bipolar lightning flash was triggered using the classical rocket-and-wire technique in the 94 

SHAndong Triggering Lightning Experiment (SHATLE) at 15:47:36 UTC on 14 August 2015. 95 

The triggering site is in Zhanhua (37.82°N, 118.11°E), Shandong province, China, with the main 96 

observation site 970 m away (Wang et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2013). Radar echo was from an S-97 

band Doppler weather radar in Binzhou (37.35°N, 117.98°E), 53.41 km away from the triggering 98 

site. The surface electric field was measured with an electric field mill at the triggering site. Both 99 

5 mΩ and 0.5 mΩ shunts with a bandwidth of 0 (direct current) ~3.2 MHz were applied to directly 100 

measure the channel-base current, and the upper limits for the measurable current were 2 kA and 101 
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40 kA, respectively. The minimum distinguishable current of the former shunt was about 9.3 A 102 

(Qie et al., 2017; Pu et al., 2019).  103 

The lightning very-high-frequency (VHF) interferometer, fast antenna, and high-speed 104 

video camera were applied at the main site. Two-dimensional location results of lightning radiation 105 

sources with high time resolution, including azimuth and elevation, were obtained by the VHF 106 

interferometer and a detailed description can be found in (Sun et al., 2013, 2014). The bandwidth 107 

of the VHF interferometer was 140–300 MHz and the sampling rate was 1 GS s−1. The VHF data 108 

recorded continuously for the duration of the flash. The time constant of the fast antenna was 0.1 109 

ms with a bandwidth of 2 MHz. The sampling rate of the high-speed camera was 3200 fps, with 110 

an exposure time of 40 μs and a spatial resolution of 1280×800 pixels. Furthermore, multisite 111 

magnetic measurements were applied around the main site to provide the location of the low-112 

frequency 3D lightning radiation sources. The magnetic measurement was conducted in a sampling 113 

rate of 1 MHz in a continuous mode. The baseline length ranged from 10-20 km and the bandwidth 114 

was 30-480 kHz. The location algorithm is similar to Lyu el al. (2014). 115 

The data were synchronized with GPS time. All of the time-stamps used in this study are 116 

relative time, taking the instant when the upward positive leader initiated as the reference time. In 117 

practice, the instant when the pulse train occurred in current and electric field waveform was 118 

selected as the reference time. And as expected, elevation of the lightning VHF source location 119 

started to increase at this instant. Following the conventional definition in atmospheric electricity, 120 

the transfer of negative charge to ground corresponds to positive changes in the fast electric field 121 

change and currents with negative polarity. 122 

3 Results 123 

3.1 Thunderstorm condition of the triggered bipolar flash 124 

A mesoscale convective system generated 160 km to the northwest of Zhanhua at about 125 

04:55 UTC on 14 August 2015. The whole thunderstorm moved to the triggering site from the 126 

northwest to the southeast. The front convective edge of one cell associated with the triggered 127 

bipolar flash reached the triggering site at 14:02 and passed over at about 15:42. Then the trailing 128 

stratiform region was over the triggering site until the cell disappeared (Figure 1). The bipolar 129 

lightning flash was triggered at 15:47 when the triggering site was under the transition zone 130 
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between the convective region and the stratiform region. The flash was initiated by the upward 131 

positive leader (UPL) and exhibited double current polarity reversals in its ICC stage.  132 

Consistent with the development of the thunderstorm system, the surface electric field was 133 

small with some superimposed pulses before 15:00. After this, the surface electric field increased 134 

slowly to about 2–3 kV m−1 with some positive discharge processes, indicating that the dominant 135 

charge region that impacted the triggering site was of positive polarity. When the strong convective 136 

center moved away and the stratiform clouds approached the triggering site, the electric field 137 

slowly decreased to negative with infrequent lightning processes. The bipolar flash was triggered 138 

in this stage with a surface electric field of about −3.2 kV m−1, when the dominant storm charge 139 

that impacted the triggering site was in negative polarity. About five minutes later, another bipolar 140 

lightning flash was triggered (Tang et al., 2020). After 16:20, electric field returned to positive 141 

(Figure 2). 142 

The low-frequency 3D lightning location results for the bipolar flash in the plane view are 143 

superimposed on the composite radar reflectivity (Figure 1b) and the height-distance view is 144 

superimposed on the range-height indicator plot. After the initiation of the UPL, positive channels 145 

developed near the transition zone between the convective region and the stratiform region, with 146 

radar reflectivity ranging between about 30 and 40 dBZ. Two dart leaders inducing two return 147 

strokes sequentially in the bipolar flash initiated from the stratiform region with a radar reflectivity 148 

of about 25 dBZ in northeast of the triggering site. 149 

The 3D results of the negative channels in the bipolar lightning flash from the low-150 

frequency mapping are represented as dark gray dots in Figure 1b. The negative channels for the 151 

bipolar lightning flash propagated southwestward to the convective region with radar reflectivity 152 

ranging between about 40 and 50 dBZ. From Figure 1d, it can be seen that the positive and negative 153 

channels exhibited a horizontal distribution with the source height ranging from 2-5 km.  154 

3.2 Overview of the bipolar lightning flash 155 

Figure 1 shows the overview of the flash. The bipolar lightning flash lasted for about 480 156 

ms. The whole process can be divided into three stages according to the current polarity, negative, 157 

positive, and negative. After the initiation of the UPL (at T0, 0 ms), the channel branched at an 158 

elevation of about 60o. Then many scattered channels developed forward. And some channels 159 
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with dense and fast sources propagated toward the UPL, which were recoil leaders retrogressing 160 

back along previous positive leader channels. Three main positive branches labeled as PC1-3 in 161 

Figure 1 are recognized considering the initiation region and direction of recoil leaders. Near the 162 

end of the first negative current stage, a train of unipolar pulses superimposed on the fast electric 163 

change were detected, indicative of the negative stepped discharges in virgin air. The 164 

corresponding location sources are represented by the green colored dots and labeled as NC 165 

(negative channel) in Figure3 (and those dark gray dots in Figure 1). The NC initiated from positive 166 

branch PC3 and turned to break down virgin air continuously to the different direction of the 167 

positive leader. After NC initiation, the polarity of channel-base current changed to positive at T1 168 

(221.87 ms). During the development of NC, many recoil leader-like processes occurred. The 169 

polarity of channel-base current changed from positive back to negative again at T2 (295.51 ms). 170 

Two dart leader-return stroke processes occurred later. Many recoil leader-like processes were 171 

detected during the whole flash, and eleven of them are presented here in detail and labeled as C1-172 

C11, respectively. Animated lightning VHF sources for the whole flash can be found in the 173 

supplement (Movie S1). 174 

Figure 4 shows the expanded variation of channel-base current, normalized fast electric 175 

field change, and lightning VHF source location map of the three stages with different polarity.  176 

In stage 1 (~T0–T1, ~0–221.87 ms), the ICC was in negative polarity with a duration of 177 

about 221.87 ms, and a total of 19.95 C negative charge was transferred to ground. The UPL 178 

initiated at T0 and branched at high elevation with three main positive channels (PC1, PC2, and 179 

PC3) transferring negative charge to ground through the trunk channel. Two of the recoil leaders 180 

and subsequent breakdown processes on PC3 is marked as C1 and C2 in Figure 4a and b, 181 

respectively. At 210.42 ms, an NC initiated on the previous PC3 and broke down virgin air. The 182 

NC connected to the trunk channel and transferred positive charge to ground, resulting in the first 183 

current polarity reversal. 184 

In stage 2 (~T1–T2, ~221.87–295.51 ms), a total of 8.64 C equivalent positive charge was 185 

transferred to ground. As the positive branches continued to progress with scattered positive 186 

discharges and frequent recoil leaders on channels, the NC propagated to low elevation. The NC 187 

did not touch ground as indicated by absence of return stroke in the fast electric field change 188 

waveform. Besides, the lightning mapping result from the magnetic field data also shows that the 189 
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NC propagated horizontally fay away from the site resulting in a reduction of the elevation (Figure 190 

1 d). From 281.50 ms (71.08 ms after the initiation of the NC), no more lightning radiation sources 191 

were detected at the tip of the NC, indicating termination of the NC (Figure 4d).  192 

Furthermore, seven recoil leaders sequentially initiated at almost the same position on the 193 

PC3 and then traced back along the PC3 channel. These recoil leaders then deviated the positive 194 

channel PC3 and formed stepped negative leaders, similar to the NC. Occurrence times for the 195 

seven recoil leaders are marked by C3–C9 in Figure 4c and their composite path is marked as C3-196 

9 in Figure 4d, respectively. Unlike the NC, these negative leaders only lasted for several 197 

milliseconds. Among the seven recoil leader processes, the current had no obvious pulse during 198 

the development of C3, C8, and C9, while the current had a fast decrease during C4–C7 (especially 199 

C5 and C6).  200 

At the end of stage 2, the channel-base current decreased continuously. The trunk channel 201 

remained luminous and the luminosity of the channel was relatively stable, as revealed by relative 202 

luminosity obtained from high-speed video images (See Figure S1 in Supplement). A typical initial 203 

continuous current pulse (ICCP) identified in the subsequent channel-base current waveform 204 

(Wang et al., 1999; Miki et al., 2005; Qie et al., 2014) indicated that the trunk channel was still 205 

active by discharges on positive branches around the end of stage 2. The moment when the 206 

channel-base current changed from positive to negative was determined as T2 (295.51 ms) by 207 

checking the nine-point moving average current waveform (inset in Figure 4c). The termination of 208 

the NC and the continued development of other positive branches combined to produce the second 209 

current polarity reversal. 210 

In stage 3 (~T2–T3, ~295.51–480 ms), the lightning transferred negative charge of 8.15 C 211 

to ground. One ICCP and two dart leader-return strokes (DL-RS1 and DL-RS2) occurred. During 212 

the development of the two dart leaders DL1 and DL2, some radiation sources were detected to 213 

propagate from a branching point into the previous decayed positive branch (see Figure S2 in 214 

Supplement). The two return strokes shared the same channel and occurred about 45.01 ms apart. 215 

Furthermore, during stage 3, two recoil leaders C10 and C11 (similar to C3–C9 in stage 2) occurred 216 

on PC3, as shown by the blue location dots in Figure 4f. 217 
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3.3. In-depth look at the first current polarity reversal 218 

At the end of stage 1, the ICC gradually decreased (Figure 5a). The positive channel PC1 219 

had been decayed and scattered discharges were located on the PC2 (Figure 5b). Meanwhile, recoil 220 

leaders frequently occurred along the decayed positive channel PC3 towards the grounding trunk 221 

channel. Two recoil leader-like processes on PC3 are shown in Figure 5a and b, marked as C1 and 222 

C2, respectively. C1 initiated near point S1 at 202.5 ms and then propagated to higher elevation 223 

towards the direction of point S2 for 0.31 ms (the path of C1 is shown by blue dots and its direction 224 

is indicated by an arrow in Figure 5b). Considering that some previous recoil leaders were detected 225 

to propagate along the same path of C1, C1 should be a negative leader on PC3 propagating 226 

towards the trunk channel. C2 initiated at 203.25 ms near the tip of the decayed positive channel 227 

PC3 and retrograded along the PC3. Some breakdowns into virgin air during the development of 228 

C2 were detected. C2 stopped at point S3 after propagating for 10.43 ms. No current pulse 229 

associated with these recoil leaders was recorded, indicating that PC3 had been cut off from the 230 

trunk channel and negative charge was transferred to ground mainly by the active PC2. 231 

During the progression of C2, the NC initiated from point S1 at 210.42 ms. The NC firstly 232 

propagated along the previous path of C1 (from point S1 to S2). About 0.27 ms later at 210.69 ms, 233 

the NC swerved near point S2 and then developed into virgin air. Positive pulses were 234 

superimposed on the electric field change showing that negative stepped leaders were propagating 235 

far away from the observation site. About 3.12 ms after the initiation of the NC, the C2 terminated 236 

at point S3 some distance away from the NC initiation region. The NC continued to progress with 237 

numerous branches and some scattered sources successively detected ahead of the tip of the 238 

positive leader PC3, showing that PC3 remained active with channel extension. PC3 and NC can 239 

be considered as the positive and negative parts of a bidirectional leader, respectively. And they 240 

formed a bipolar leader suspended from (or, not connected to) the trunk channel, and showed 241 

asymmetric development with a stronger negative leader part being NC. 242 

The detailed discharges associated with the first current polarity reversal (at T1, 221.87 ms) 243 

are shown in Figure 5c and d. After the NC had propagated forward for 11.23 ms, a reactivated 244 

breakdown leader initiated at about 221.65 ms from the point S4 and developed towards the 245 

initiation region of the NC (Figure 5c and d), and the corresponding current was relatively stable. 246 

About 80 μs later at 221.73 ms, a positive pulse in the fast electric field change was detected with 247 
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a sudden burst of relative VHF radiation power (shaded region in Figure 5c and e), and 248 

corresponding VHF lightning sources were located near the initiation region of the NC (Figure 5d 249 

and f). This means that the reactivated breakdown leader contacted the floating bidirectional leader 250 

of PC3 and NC (Stock et al. 2017; Pu and Cummer, 2019). A VHF location source occurring 251 

nearest to the instant of the positive electric pulse was selected as the contact point S5 (Figure 5f). 252 

The channel-base current rapidly reduced to zero in 0.14 ms (at T1, 221.87 ms, namely, 0.22 ms 253 

after the initiation of the reactivated breakdown) and continued to positively increase, as positive 254 

charge of the floating bipolar leader had been transported along the trunk channel to ground. The 255 

later part of the path of the reactivated breakdown leader and the initiation path of NC had some 256 

overlaps (Figure 5f). The reactivated breakdown effectively bridged the grounding trunk channel 257 

and the initiation region of the NC.  258 

3.4 Recoil leaders caused the positive current to decrease 259 

After the first current polarity reversal, seven recoil leader-like processes occurred on PC3 260 

in stage 2, but some of them (C3, C8, and C9) did not produce obvious pulse in the current 261 

waveform, while others (C4–C7) caused fast decreases of the channel-base current. The processes 262 

of C6 are presented because few discharge processes occurred on other positive channels before 263 

or during the development of C6. In this situation, we can determine that the decrease of positive 264 

current was caused by C6. 265 

As can be seen in Figure 6a and b, before the initiation of C6 (at 271.76 ms), the positive 266 

channel-base current was decreasing and the electric field change seemed flat, although the NC 267 

still developed towards lower elevation. An abrupt decrease of the electric field change occurred 268 

after C6 initiated from the tip of the previous positive channel PC3 and progressed back along PC3. 269 

About 0.48 ms after its initiation (at 272.24 ms), C6 reached point S3 and deviated from the 270 

previous path of PC3 at point S3. The point S3 here was also the location where C2 terminated 271 

(S3 in Figure 5). Then it turned into the path previously ionized by C4-5 and propagated towards 272 

lower elevation as indicated by the arrow, and finally transformed into a relatively slow negative 273 

breakdown in the virgin air towards two directions. The trend of the electric field change waveform 274 

varied due to the forward direction of C6 swerving relative to the main observation site. During 275 

the sharp negative change of the electric field, the current started a fast decrease of about 0.04 kA 276 

(0.11 ms after the C6 reached point S3, at 272.35 ms). And then it had a small increase. This 277 
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behavior is similar to M process (Shao et al. 1995) but it was superimposed on a positive 278 

background current. The peak of the current lagged behind the electric field peak by about 170 μs. 279 

Then the electric field and current gradually increased and became relatively stable. The C4–C7 280 

showed the same propagation behavior and a similar current decrease. It shows that negative 281 

charge was injected into the grounding channel by these recoil leaders and reduced the positive 282 

channel-base current. 283 

Before the end of stage 2, the NC terminated and no more positive current was transferred 284 

to ground. Termination of the NC and the occurrence of these recoil leaders combined to contribute 285 

to the second current polarity reversal. 286 

4 Discussion 287 

A triggered lightning flash exhibiting negative-positive-negative polarity shift in its ICC 288 

stage is analyzed. One branch (PC3) of the upward positive leader was cut off to trunk channel. 289 

Recoil leaders successively occurred on the decayed positive channel PC3. One of the recoil 290 

leaders deviated from PC3 and turned to break down the virgin air. It finally formed a negative 291 

channel NC. A reactivated breakdown bridged the grounding trunk channel and the initiation 292 

region of the NC. This process caused current rapidly reverse from negative to positive. In this 293 

section, we will discuss how the horizontal dipole storm charge distribution affects the current 294 

polarity reversal. The fast decreases of positive ICC caused by negative recoil leaders will also be 295 

discussed. 296 

4.1. Current polarity reversal due to storm charge configuration 297 

In the case of this study, the propagating direction of the positive channels PC1-3 was 298 

northeast and the propagating direction of NC was southwest. This phenomenon that different-299 

polarity channels propagated in opposite directions is also found in the triggered bipolar lightning 300 

in Tang et al. (2020). Horizontally separated distribution of the positive and negative charge 301 

regions might contribute to the occurrence of this bipolar lightning.  302 

Figure 7 shows a schematic of the first and second current polarity reversals based on the 303 

lightning mapping results. In a rocket-triggered lightning or an upward lightning initiated from a 304 

high tower or windmill, the UPL splits into two branches that develop simultaneously in the cloud, 305 

like branch 1 and branch 2 in Figure 7a. The current of branch 1 could be cutoff from the trunk 306 
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channel at some point, possibly owing to the influence of a strong positive charge region nearby 307 

and the uneven development of positive branches or the screening effect (Mazur and Ruhnke, 2014) 308 

(Figure 7b). Meanwhile, the conductive branch 2 keeps propagating forward and transferring 309 

negative charge back to the trunk channel. The channel near the cutoff point will be cooling and 310 

losing electrical conductivity (Williams and Heckman, 2012). The potential would be much closer 311 

to the local potential for the tip of the low-current branches which spilt from the original positive 312 

leader (van der Velde and Montanyà, 2013). This would cause electric field near the cutoff point 313 

to increase. As a consequence, a bidirectional recoil leader will occur and its negative end would 314 

trace back along the previous branch 1 when the electric field is high enough (Figure 7c). In some 315 

situations, such as when there is a large positive charge region nearby, the ambient electric 316 

potential near point B will become stronger than that ahead of the recoil leader and the recoil leader 317 

will turn into a slow negative leader breaking down virgin air from the point B (Figure 7d). After 318 

the initiation of the negative leader, it would develop in a bidirectional way with the positive end 319 

being Branch 1. As the negative leader progresses towards the direction with high potential, the 320 

potential of the floating bidirectional channel increases. When the electric field between the 321 

floating channel and the grounding trunk channel reverses and becomes higher than breakdown 322 

threshold, a reactivated bipolar leader will occur on the previous cutoff channel with the negative 323 

end developing towards the floating channel and the positive end towards the grounding trunk 324 

channel. The reactivated leader effectively bridged the grounding trunk channel and the negative 325 

leader NC. The NC thus will connect to the trunk channel and transfer positive charge to ground 326 

through the bridge (Figure 7e). The polarity of net charge transferred to ground will shift from 327 

negative to positive if the negative channel dominates the discharge process, producing the first 328 

current polarity reversal. The negative leader will terminate when the electric field is not high 329 

enough to maintain its propagation (Mazur and Ruhnke, 2014). No more positive charge will be 330 

transferred to the grounding trunk channel while the other positive channels keep transferring 331 

negative charge to ground. Thus, the second current polarity reversal occurs (Figure 7f). 332 

The phenomenon of a negative leader initiating on a positive channel as shown in Figure 333 

7d was also reported in natural lightning. Pu and Cummer (2019) found that a nearby active 334 

positive leader induced the initiation of negative leaders from the inner negative charge layer in 335 

the previous positive channel. Saraiva et al. (2014) found that cutoff occurred on the positive 336 

branch and a recoil leader retraced back and then deviated from the previous positive branch, thus 337 
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initiating a negative leader. The phenomenon that recoil leaders retraced back along previous 338 

channel and then turned to break down virgin air has also been reported in Stolzenburg et al. (2020). 339 

The variation of electric field was also considered to be major factors for current polarity reversals 340 

in the studies of upward bipolar lightning. Hill et al. (2013) reported a negative leader initiated 341 

from the horizontal positive leader and propagated towards the upper positive charge region, 342 

leading to a current polarity reversal in a triggered bipolar lightning flash. In their study, the 343 

initiation of the upward negative leader was inferred to be linked to spatial variation of ambient 344 

electric field. Wang and Takagi (2008) and Shi et al. (2018) found a negative leader initiated at 345 

the tip of a decayed positive branch because the electric field along the decayed positive branch 346 

reversed in direction. For the case in this study, the NC firstly initiated at the location where C1 347 

initiated and then propagated along the path of C1 for some distance and finally deviated from the 348 

positive channel PC3 and turned to break down virgin air (as shown in Figure 5b). Before C1, 349 

there has been some recoil leaders that travelled along the same path of C1. Therefore, the scenario 350 

of NC initiation in this study is unlike that in Shi et al. (2018) in which the negative channel directly 351 

initiated at the tip of the previous positive branch. However, it is reasonable to infer that the NC 352 

deviated from the main channel PC3 and then travelled along some small branches near point S2 353 

as shown in Figure 5b (corresponding to point B in Figure 7) and finally broke down virgin air 354 

from the tip of these branches. Another possible scenario of NC initiation in this study is that the 355 

NC directly initiated on the PC3 firstly as a needle like that in Pu and Cummer (2019) and then 356 

developed continuously in the virgin air. In this study, many channels overlapped near the NC 357 

initiation location on the two-dimensional lightning VHF location map due to the clustered 358 

discharge processes. This brings some difficulties for a more detailed analysis. 359 

Besides the negative channel NC which was related to the current polarity reversal, C4–11 360 

were also found to first retrace back along the previous positive branch and then deviated, 361 

producing new negative stepped leaders. Unlike the NC, these negative leaders C4-11only lasted 362 

for several milliseconds. In addition, during the development of the two dart leaders, some 363 

radiation sources were detected to propagate from a branching point into a previous decayed 364 

positive branch (as shown in Figure S2). This indicates that the electric field along the previous 365 

branch indeed reversed. These breakdowns did not develop further or produce a negative leader, 366 

unlike Shi et al. (2018), probably because the ambient electric field was not strong enough to either 367 

support the initiation of a negative leader or maintain its development. Under appropriate 368 
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conditions, it is possible that a new negative leader could be generated either by a recoil leader 369 

deviating from the previously ionized positive channel or by electric field reversal at the tip of the 370 

small decayed positive branch. 371 

Hill et al. (2013) and Shi et al. (2018) reported other cases of a separated distribution of 372 

charge regions, which also resulted in the occurrence of an upward triggered bipolar lightning. In 373 

their studies, charge regions were vertically distributed with a positive charge region above the 374 

negative charge region. In this study, the horizontally separated distribution of the positive and 375 

negative charge regions influenced the development of lightning channels, especially the negative 376 

channel, and caused the two current polarity reversals. We infer that no matter in which form the 377 

opposite-polarity charge regions are separated (vertical, horizontal, or tilted), if the lightning 378 

discharge channels are located near the interface of positive and negative charge regions, the 379 

leaders might propagate into opposite-polarity charge regions and successively transfer opposite-380 

polarity charge to ground.  381 

4.2. Opposite-polarity channel simultaneously contributes to the total current to 382 

ground  383 

For CG lightning, the grounding trunk channel bridges the in-cloud charge region and 384 

ground as a current transmission path. Actually, the in-cloud channels connecting the grounding 385 

channel can affect the channel current. Usually, when a recoil leader retracing back along the 386 

decayed positive channel connected to the grounding channel, it will cause an increase of negative 387 

channel-base current, such as M process (Shao et al. 1995). In this flash case, during the positive 388 

ICC stage, the dominated intra-cloud charge was negative, and some recoil leaders (such as C6 in 389 

Figure 6) were detected to trace back along the decayed positive leader and caused the positive 390 

current to decrease. Furthermore, after the NC ceased to develop (at the end of the positive ICC 391 

stage), the channel-based current transformed from positive to negative gradually and after that a 392 

recoil leader that connected to the trunk channel produced an ICCP (as shown in Figure 4c and d). 393 

On this basis, it is inferred that opposite-polarity channel (corresponding to the Branch 1 and the 394 

negative leader shown in Figure 7d) simultaneously contributes to the total current to ground 395 

during the positive ICC stage. The negative channel transferred positive charge to the trunk 396 

channel while the positive channel intermittently injected negative charge to the trunk channel by 397 

producing recoil leaders or positive breakdowns. Similarly, Yoshida et al. (2012) reported one 398 
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negative branch of an intracloud discharge connected to one positive branch of the UPL in a bipolar 399 

triggered lightning flash. Hill et al. (2013) proposed that both positive and negative charge sources 400 

might be simultaneously available to the channel to ground for negative ICCP-like pulses during 401 

the positive ICC stage. However, intracloud discharges leading to those pulses were not discussed 402 

in their studies owing to the lack of a detailed description of the branches and the relatively low 403 

time resolution of the location results from lightning mapping array data. Besides, in their studies, 404 

the reconnection processes were not deeply investigated. In this study, a reactivated breakdown 405 

leader was detected to cause the negative channel connecting to the grounding trunk channel. The 406 

reactivated breakdown leader might be a bidirectional leader as shown in Figure 7e. However, only 407 

a negative leader with strong VHF power was mapped by VHF lightning location system in this 408 

flash case. The reason may be that the VHF emission of the breakdowns on positive end was 409 

weaker and thus masked by the negative end (Shao et al., 1995, 1999; Edens et al., 2012). 410 

5 Conclusion 411 

A rocket-triggered lightning flashes containing negative–positive–negative current polarity 412 

reversal during its initial stage of the continuing current is analyzed using comprehensive data, 413 

including channel-based current, two-dimensional radiation mapping from a VHF lightning 414 

interferometer, fast electric field change, and high-speed video images. With the multiple-source 415 

data, in particular, the VHF lightning interferometer mapping, the detailed discharge processes are 416 

investigated and a physical mechanism for the double current polarity reversals is proposed. 417 

Conclusions are drawn as follows. 418 

As the thunderstorm passed over the triggering site, a bipolar lightning flash was triggered 419 

under the transition zone between the convective region and the stratiform region with radar 420 

reflectivity of 30-40 dBz. The dominant charge region that impacted the triggering site was of 421 

negative polarity. During the ICC stage, positive leaders developed in the transition zone and 422 

negative leaders developed horizontally toward the convective region. During the reduction of the 423 

first negative initial current, a recoil leader retrograded along one decayed positive branch and 424 

deviated from the previous path as a new negative leader breaking down the virgin air. The decayed 425 

positive branch became reactive and formed a bidirectional channel with the negative leader. 426 

About 11.23 ms after the negative leader initiation, as a reactivated breakdown occurred between 427 

the grounding trunk channel and the initiation region of the negative leader, the floating 428 
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bidirectional channel reconnected to the trunk channel and resulted in the current reversing rapidly 429 

to be positive 0.22 ms later. The connection to the trunk channel happened somewhere in between 430 

the two floating leader tips. During the positive ICC stage, recoil leaders occasionally occurred on 431 

the positive part of the bidirectional channel, and injected negative charge to the grounding trunk 432 

channel, producing fast decrease of positive current. The time duration of the negative leader was 433 

71.08 ms. The ICC reversed to be negative again with the termination of negative leader and the 434 

propagation of another positive branch.  435 

The horizontal dipole charge distribution contributed to the branching structure of positive 436 

leader and the initiation of negative leader, which combined to result in the upward bipolar 437 

lightning flash. The phenomenon that opposite-polarity channel simultaneously contributed to the 438 

total current to ground is verified for the first time in this study. This phenomenon might have 439 

occurred in the previous studied cases, but information of the propagation of different channels 440 

was not effectively captured. Some details of the discharge process still could not be determined 441 

in this study, as some channels were overlapping in the 2D lightning map from the single-station 442 

VHF interferometer, and the time resolution of the 3D lightning location results provided by the 443 

magnetic measurements was low. In future, it is necessary to utilize high-resolution 3D lightning 444 

location mapping and electric field sounding to further verify the proposed mechanism of current 445 

polarity reversal. 446 
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 577 

 578 

Figure 1. Radar reflectivity and low-frequency 3D lightning location results of the bipolar 579 

lightning flash. (a-c): Composite radar reflectivity from 15:42 to 15:54 UTC on 14 August 2015 580 

at 6-min interval, and low-frequency 3D lightning location results in the plane view are 581 

superimposed on the radar echo in (b). (d): range-height indicator from point A to point B at 15:48 582 

UTC with height-distance view of low-frequency 3D lightning sources superimposed. Light gray 583 

dots represent positive channels (including the dart leaders and return strokes) and the dark gray 584 

dots represent negative channels. The triggering site is indicated by the black plus. 585 

 586 

Figure 2. Variation of surface electric field during the thunderstorm. Triggering times of the 587 

bipolar lightning flashes in this study and Tang et al. (2020) are marked by red arrows. 588 

 589 

Figure 3. Observation results for the overall bipolar triggered lightning flash. Channel-base 590 

current, normalized squared VHF power and electric field change (a), lightning VHF source 591 

elevation (b), and overview of the lightning VHF source location 2D mapping (c). ICCP represents 592 

the initial continuous current pulse, and DL-RS represents the two dart leader- return strokes. 593 
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Black inverted triangles on the top mark the times of initiation of UPL (at T0, 0 ms), the current 594 

polarity reversals (at T1, 221.87 ms and at T2, 295.51 ms), and the end of the lightning (at T3, 480 595 

ms). In (b) and (c), UPL (light gray) represent upward positive leader, PC1, PC2, and PC3 (pink) 596 

represent positive channels, NC (green) represents negative channel, C1 and C2-11 (blue) 597 

represent recoil leaders and some subsequent process, and DL-RS (dark gray) represents the 598 

sources of two dart leader–return stroke processes. The positive channel PC2 was reconstructed 599 

by overlaying the path of two dart leaders and return strokes. The position of the rocket launcher 600 

and trunk channel are also marked in (c). 601 

 602 

Figure 4. Observation results for the bipolar lightning flash during different stages. Expanded 603 

variation of channel-base current and normalized electric field change (a, c, and e), and lightning 604 

VHF source location (b, d, and f) in stage 1 (a and b), stage 2 (c and d), and stage 3 (e and f). Dark 605 

gray dots in superimposed in (b, d, and f) depict the path of two dart leader–return strokes that 606 

occurred in stage 3. Light gray dots represent the composite lightning source location before T1 607 

(221.87 ms) and T2 (295.51 ms) for (e) and (f), respectively. The inset in (c) shows the nine-point 608 

running mean of channel-base current near the end of stage 2. 609 

 610 

Figure 5.  In-depth look at the observation results near the first current polarity reversal (at T1, 611 

221.87 ms). Variation of channel-base current and normalized electric field change (a and c, with 612 

elevation of lightning sources superimposed in c), VHF source location map (b and d), and relative 613 

VHF power (e) before and after the first current polarity reversal; expanded view of VHF location 614 

map for the reactivated breakdown leader (color shows the time variation)with the previous 615 

process of NC initiation (clustered with light gray dots) overlaid (f). Shaded region in (a) marks 616 

the duration of C2. The inset in (b) shows the expanded view of the NC that initiated and developed 617 

along the previous recoil leader C1. The region shown in Panel (d) corresponds to the region 618 

marked with a box in panel (b); the region shown in Panel (f) is an expanded view of panel (d) but 619 

the light gray dots only consists of the lightning sources of NC initiation. In panel (b) and (d), dark 620 

gray dots depict the path of dart leader–return strokes that occurred in stage 3 while light gray dots 621 

depict the lightning sources occurred previously. The shaded region in (c) and (e) marks the time 622 
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range when a positive pulse in the fast electric field change and a sudden burst of relative VHF 623 

radiation power occurred. The time for the data in (a) and (b) ranged from 201.00 ms to 222.70 ms 624 

and the lightning sources are coded with color consistent with Figure 3 and 4. While the time for 625 

the data in (c) to (f) ranged from 221.60 ms to 221.90 ms and colors (from blue to red) represent 626 

the variation of time. Different marker shapes in panel c-f differentiate the lightning source 627 

location of PC3 (triangles), NC (squares) and the reactivated breakdown (circles). 628 

 629 

Figure 6. Observation results near the recoil leader C6 in stage 2. Variation of channel-base current 630 

and normalized electric field change (a), lightning VHF source location map (b) for C6. Colored 631 

dots in (b) represent paths (color from blue to red represents the variation of time). Point S6 in (b) 632 

represents the location of the initiation point of C6. Point S3 represents the location where C6 633 

connected to the trunk channel and deviated from PC3. Note that the point S3 in panel b is the 634 

same with the point S3 in Figure 5. 635 

 636 

Figure 7. Schematic of the mechanism of double current polarity reversals. (a) UPL with two 637 

positive branches. (b) A cutoff occurred on branch 1while branch 2 continued to develop and 638 

positive breakdown at its tip transferred negative charge back, (c) a recoil leader occurred on 639 

branch 1, (d) negative charge accumulated near point B, and then a negative channel initiated at 640 

point B and formed a floating bidirectional leader with branch 1. (e) The tip of the negative leader 641 

developed and transferred positive charge back to its tail end B. A reactivated breakdown leader 642 

occurred from the trunk channel to the floating channel, thus the negative leader connected to the 643 

trunk channel and the current polarity reversed. (f) The negative leader decayed while the positive 644 

branches remained, producing the second current polarity reversal. The plus and minus signs 645 

represent the polarity of charge. 646 

 647 

 648 
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Introduction  

This supporting information provides some additional figures and an animated version of 

the VHF lightning location results that can support the analysis of this study. Data of these 

figures and movies were all obtained during the observation on July 14, 2015, in the 

SHAndong Triggering Lightning Experiment, in Shandong Province, China. 
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Figure S1. Time variation of current (black), relative luminosity (blue), and normalized fast 

electric field change (red) for the whole triggered bipolar lightning flash. The region shown 

in the inset of Figure 4c is also marked by a shaded gray region here. The luminosity was 

larger than zero near the end of stage 2 (marked by the shaded gray region) indicating 

that trunk channel remained luminous. The relative luminosity is obtained using the 

average of all the brightness of trunk channel in the high-speed video images. The 

obtained luminosity then is normalized.  
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Figure S2. Time variation of current (black), electric field (red) and lightning VHF source 

elevation (blue to red) for the two dart leader-return strokes (a and c). 2D lightning location 

map for the two dart leader-return strokes (b and d), the color (from blue to red) for the 

lightning sources represents variation of time. During the development of the two dart 

leaders DL1 and DL2, some radiation sources were detected to propagate from a 

branching point into previous decayed positive branch, as indicated by black arrows in b 

and d.  

 

 

Movie S1. Animated lightning VHF sources for the triggered bipolar lightning flash. The 

time span for each frame is 3 ms. Dark gray dots depict the two dart leader-return stroke 

processes occurred in stage 3. Light gray dots depict the lightning sources occurred before 

that frame. Color (from blue to red) represents the time variation of the lightning VHF 

sources. 
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